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Abstract 
The k-linear arboricity of a graph G is the minimum number of forests whose con- 
nected components are paths of length at most k which partition E(G). Motivated by this index, 
we investigate a variation of this idea for d-regular graphs. Namely, we define a d-regular graph 
G to be (l,k)-linear arborific if E(G) can be partitioned into edge sets of l linear forests con- 
sisting of paths of length at most k. By extending an inductive tool developed by Jackson and 
Worrnald, we determine, for d/>4, values of k such that every d-regular graph is (d - 1, k)-linear 
arborific. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
A linear forest is a graph in which each component is a path. The linear arboricity 
of a graph G, denoted la(G), is the minimum number of linear forests required to 
partition E(G). This concept was first explored by Harary in [8]. Then in [1] the 
following conjecture was raised by Akiyama et al.: 
Conjecture (Linear arboricity conjecture) The linear arboricity of every d-regular 
graph is [(d + 1)/2]. 
It can be easily shown that la(G)>d/2, and since la(G) is an integer, this means 
that la(G)~> I(d + 1)/2]. The difficulty lies in demonstrating that la(G)~< F(d +1)/21. 
This conjecture has been proved for only a few special cases. Currently the best 
results known are proved by Guldan [6], la(G)~< I3d/51 for even d and la(G)~< 
I(3d +2) /5 ]  for odd d, and by Alon [2], la(G)~<(½ + e)d for all d>~do(e). For a 
brief history of the results related to this conjecture see [2]. 
A natural refinement of  this idea was introduced by Habib and Peroche [7]. A 
k-linear forest is a forest consisting of paths of length at most k. The k-linear arboricity 
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of a graph G, lak(G), is the minimum number of k-linear forests required to partition 
E(G). This problem has been explored extensively in the case of trees, complete graphs, 
and cubic graphs (see [4,5,7,9]). Bermond et al. [4] conjectured that if G is cubic then 
las(G)~<2. In [9] Jackson and Wormald provide an inductive tool for demonstrating 
that lals(G)~<2. Jackson and Wormald also determine that lals(G)~<3 if G is any 
4-regular graph. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate a variation of this index for d-regular 
graphs. We say that a d-regular graph G is (l,k)-linear arborific if E(G) can be 
partitioned into the edge sets of l linear forests consisting of paths of length at most k. 
In this paper, utilising and extending the inductive tool developed in [9], we determine 
for d>~4, values of k such that every d-regular graph is (d-1,k)- l inear arborific. 
Namely, we obtain the following result: 
Theorem. For d~>4, every d-regular graph is (d -  1,kd)-linear arborific where 
ka=18 for d=3 and 4, ka=17 for d=5, kd=16 for d=6, 7 and 8, ka=15 for 
d=9,  10, 11 and 12, ka=14for 13~<d~<28, and ka=13 for d~>29. 
We note that the technique of Alon in [2] will also produce results along these lines, 
especially for larger d. In fact, the results of our main theorem can be improved upon 
for all d ~> 29, as for such d every d-regular graph can be shown to be (d -  1, 9)-linear 
arborific [3]. 
One step in obtaining these results is to analyse conditions under which a certain type 
of recursive inequality is guaranteed to have only positive solutions. This is postponed 
until the last section. 
2. Linear forests 
We say that v is k-coloured if there are exactly k different colours appearing amongst 
the edges incident with v. A deficient vertex of an edge-colouring Y of a d-regular 
graph is a vertex which is k-coloured for any k<~d- 2. 
Lemma 1. I f  G is a d-regular graph, then there exists a colouring of E(G) 
such that the colouring represents a partitioning of E(G) into d -  1 linear forests in 
which every monochromatic path containing a deficient vertex has length at 
most 2. 
Proofi Let G be a d-regular graph. A colouring X of E(G) will be called a good 
colouring if it partitions E(G) into d - 1 linear forests. From [1[ we know that such a 
colouring exists. 
Let Y be a good colouring of G. A vertex v of G is doubly coloured in Y by a 
colour c if exactly two edges incident with v have colour c, and singly coloured by c 
if exactly one such edge has colour c. We define Dr(v) to be the number of colours 
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which doubly colour the vertex v, and put 
D(Y)= ~ Dr(v). 
vcV(G) 
Over all good colourings, select one, X0, such that D(Xo)  is minimum. We use 
Cl . . . . .  cd -  l to denote the colours in X0. Let P be a monochromatic cl-coloured path 
of  length at least 3, and let w be a deficient vertex on P. If no such path and vertex 
exist, we are done. 
Denote by v0 the vertex on P adjacent o an end vertex, v, of P. 
Claim. Vo is deficient. 
We prove this claim inductively by showing that the vertex u adjacent to w on 
P '  = v, Vo . . . . .  w must be deficient. 
Since w is deficient, there exists one colour, ci, that is not present at w. Either u 
is deficient, in which case we are done, or ci is a single colour at u. Thus, we can 
switch the colour of the edge uw from colour cl to colour ci, thereby producing a 
new good colouring, Y, in which Dr(w)<Dxo(w) ,  yet Dr(u)=Dxo(U) .  As a result, 
D(Y)<D(Xo) ,  and we contradict he minimality of  X0. Hence, by induction we find 
that v0 is deficient. 
Assume without loss of generality that v0 is doubly coloured with the colours 
c2 . . . . .  cr+l (where, by the claim above, we know that r>~l), and singly coloured 
with the colours cr+2 . . . .  , Cd-r-1. 
We will define an inductive process which cannot continue ad infinitum, but on the 
other hand can only terminate by producing a good colouring Y such that D(Y)  <D(X0), 
hence proving the lemma by contradicting the minimality of  X0. We isolate an appro- 
priate first step of the induction to treat in detail because it is simpler than the general 
step but illustrates part of our general argument. 
To set up the induction, first note that the vertex v_l ~ v on P adjacent o v0 must be 
doubly coloured with the r colours, ca . . . . . . .  ca -  1 which are missing at v0. Otherwise, 
since v0 does not have any of the colours ca . . . . . . .  ca _ 1, if we switch the colour of the 
edge e0 = roy- l ,  from cl to ci for some ci E {ca . . . . . . .  ca -  ~} which does not doubly 
colour vi - j ,  we obtain a new good colouring Y where D(Y)<D(Xo) .  [This statement 
holds since Dxo(vo)<Dy(v0)  and Dxo(v- i  )=Dy(v -1  )]. Moreover, V-l is at least singly 
coloured with the colours Cr+2 . . . . .  Ca--r-1. Otherwise with a similar colour change, we 
produce a good colouring Y~ with D(Yt )<D(Xo) .  The colours Cr+2, . . . ,ca-1 thus 
account for at least d - 2 edges incident with v-1. Another two edges are those in 
P, coloured cl. Since G is d-regular, it follows that v_~ is singly coloured with the 
colours cr+2,. . . ,ca-r-1,  doubly coloured with the colours cl and ca . . . . . . .  ca - I ,  and 
has the colours c2,...,Cr+~ missing. 
Let el be some c2-coloured edge incident with Vo. (Instead of c2 here, we could use 
any of C2,...,Cr+I.) 
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The vertex, v 1 say, adjacent o v0 via el, must be doubly coloured with each of 
the r colours, Cd . . . . . . .  Ca- I. Otherwise, if any colour cj, j = d - r . . . . .  d - 1, oc- 
curs at most singly at Vl, then we can change the colour, c2 of edge el to colour 
c j ,  and change the colour of edge e0 to c2, creating a new good colouring Y where 
Dr(vo) <Dxo(Vo), Dr(Vl ) <~Dxo(Vl )+ 1 and Dr(v -1  ) <Dxo(V-1 ), contradicting the min- 
imality of X0. 
Next, suppose that one of the colours cl, or+2 . . . . .  ca - r - I  is missing from the edges 
incident with vl. In this case, if we replace the colour of el with the missing colour 
and switch the colour of e0 to Cz, then we have once again produced a good colouring, 
Y, with Dy(v-1 ) <Dxo(V-1 ), Dr(vo ) = Dxo(Vo ), and Dy(t) 1 ) <~Dxo(Vl ). This contradicts 
our choice of good colourings. 
We have now accounted for the colours of d - 1 edges incident with Vl. The other 
edge is el, of colour c2. Hence, vl is singly coloured with cl, c2, Cr+2 . . . . .  Ca--r-l, doubly 
coloured with Cd . . . . . . .  Ca - l, and missing the colours, c3 ....  , Cr+l. 
Step 0 in the inductive process is to interchange the colours c2 and cl of the 
edges el and eo. Note that this operation produces a different good colouring, XI, 
of G such that D(X1)=D(Xo)  since Dx~(v_ l )=Dxo(V_ l )  - 1, Dxl(vO)=Dxo(Vo), and 
Dx, (v l )=Dxo(V l )+ 1. 
Inductively, for i~> 1 we obtain a good colouring, ~+l ,  by applying the following 
Step i to X~, which preserves minimality. 
We first state a condition which we will be assuming inductively about Xi. 
Condition Ci: For i odd, vi- i  is doubly coloured with the colours Cl . . . . .  Cr+l, singly 
coloured with the colours cr+2 .. . . .  Ca-r - l ,  and has the others missing, and vi is dou- 
bly coloured with the colours Cl and Cd-~ . . . . .  Cd - l ,  singly coloured with the colours 
Or+2 . . . .  , Cd--r--1, and has the others missing. For i even, the statements about vi-1 and 
Vz are interchanged. 
Note that Condition Co was shown above to be valid before Step 0. Also, the act 
of interchanging the colours of el and eo in Step 1 ensures that Condition C1 is valid, 
in view of the conclusions about the colouring of edges at vl in Xo. 
Step i: Choose ez+l to be an edge incident with vi coloured Cd-r if i is odd and 
c2 if i is even, with the restriction that it is not incident with the vertex u, where u 
is the other end of the maximal Cl-COloured path in X/ beginning with 1)i!3i_ 1 . Define 
vi+l to be the vertex at the other end of ei+l. It follows by Condition C/ and using 
and argument as in Step 0, that for i even, v~+l is doubly coloured with the colours 
Ca . . . . . . .  ca - l ,  singly coloured with the colours C1,C2, Cr+ 2 . . . . .  Cd_r_l, and has the 
others missing, and for i odd vi+l is doubly coloured with the colours c2 . . . . .  Cr+l, 
singly coloured with the colours Cl, cr+2 .. . . .  ca-r,  and has the others missing. 
Note that by induction we can assume the above statements have been verified about 
X/-1, and in particular that vi is singly coloured with Cl in X/-1. (Note this was also 
verified for i=  1 just before Step 0.) Hence in X~_I there is a cl-coloured path P '  
emanating from vi. Denote its first edge by e. Consider two cases: 
Case 1: The length o f  P '  is 1. Interchange the colours cl of ei =13i_ll)i and c2 (if i 
is even) or Cd-r (if i is odd) of ei+l. 
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Case 2: The length of  P'  is greater than one. Interchange the colours Cl of e and 
c2 (i even) or Cd-r (i odd) of ei+x. 
Note that in both cases D(N+I )= D(Xi), thus preserving minimality. Also, Condition 
Ci+l becomes valid. 
This finishes the definition of Step i. In what remains, we show that the steps cannot 
be repeated forever, and thus reach a contradiction. 
We claim that the vertices v0, Vl .... are all distinct. This is an immediate implica- 
tion of the following obervations about Step i. Let Si = {vo, vl . . . . .  /)i--1}. We show by 
induction for i~>l the dual statements hat /)i+1 ~Si- I  and that in 8+1, if any vertex 
vk E Si is singly coloured by c2 or cd-r, then the edge of that single colour joins vk to 
an element of Si @ vi. 
This is easy to verify for i = 1. So assume i>~2 and that the statement is true of 
Si-1 in Xi. Since in Xi, ei+l =l)il)i+l is the single cz or Cd_r-coloured edge at vertex 
vi+~, the inductive hypothesis for X~ ensures that vi+ 1 ~Si_ 1. 
In Case 1, vi-i becomes in X/+I singly coloured with c2 and doubly coloured with 
Cd-r (if i is odd) or singly with Cd-r and doubly with c2 (if i is even). In both cases, 
the edge of the single colour incident with vi-1 is vi-lvi, i.e. joins vi_~ to an element 
of Si U vi as required. 
In Case 2, vi-i becomes doubly coloured with Cd-~ and has cz missing (if i is odd), 
or doubly coloured with c2 and has Cd-r missing (if i is even). 
The only other vertex in Si whose edge colours can change is, in Case 2, the vertex u 
at the other end of the Cl-COloured edge in X~_l incident with vi. But then the previous 
argument which determined the colours of edges at v_~ now determines the colours of 
edges at u in Xi, and it follows that if u is singly coloured with c2 or Cd-r then uvi is 
the only incident edge of that colour, as required. 
Thus, the process above can continue forever and the vertices v0, Vl .. . .  are all distinct. 
Since G is a finite graph, we have the required contradiction. [] 
We obtain the next lemma by modifying the heart of the proof in [9] which 
demonstrates that lals(G)~<2. First, define an edge-colouring of a d-regular graph G 
to be a doubly good (d - 1,k) colouring if it represents a partitioning of E(G)  into 
d -  1 linear forests so that, as in Lemma 1, every monochromatic path containing 
a deficient vertex has length at most 2, and additionally every monochromatic path 
has length at most k. Clearly every graph with such a colouring is (d-1,k) - l inear  
arborific. 
Lemma 2. For d>~4 and k~>4, i f  a d-regular graph G has a doubly good (d - 1,k)- 
colouring but no doubly good (d -  1, k - 1)-colouring, then there exist non-negative 
integer sequences to, tl .... and wo, wl .... with to >1 1 and ti = 0 when i is sufficiently 
large, satisjj~ing 
6ti >~(k - 7)ti_l - 3wi (1) 
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and 
Li/(d - 1)J Li/(d - i )j 
wi - j (d - l )  <~2bi+l + ~ t i - j (d - l )  
j=O j=O 
fo r  i >~ 1, where 6i = 1 fo r  i - 0 (mod d - 1 ) and 6i = 0 otherwise.  
(2) 
Proof. For such a doubly good (d - 1, k) colouring X of G, we describe how to modify 
the argument leading, with d=3,  to [9, Eq. (2)]. Take the colours to be co . . . . .  Cd-2, 
and assume that the number of paths of length k has been minimised subject o the 
prevailing conditions. Let P be any maximal path of colour co in X, define So -- {P}, 
and recursively define T, and Si+l, i~> 1, as follows (Si will be a set of paths of colour 
i (mod d - 1 )): 
1. Define T/ to be a maximum set of pairwise non-adjacent internal edges in the paths 
in Si such that neither path of colour i + 1 (modd - 1 ) terminating at such an edge 
is in $/ for any 0 ~< I < i, and such that no path of colour i + 1 (modd - 1 ) has both 
endvertices incident with edges in Ti. 
2. Repeat (a) and (b) alternately until (b) cannot be done: 
(a) Define Si+l to be the set of paths of colour i + 1 (rood d - 1) which terminate 
at vertices incident with edges in Ti. 
(b) Re-colour an edge of a path in Si+l with colour i+2 (rood d - 1 ), and (possibly) 
re-colour edges not incident with any paths in So . . . . .  Si+l, so as to form a doubly 
good (d - 1, k - 1 )-colouring without increasing the number of monochromatic 
paths of length at most k. 
Step 2 must eventually terminate because the re-colouring in 2(b) leads to a strictly 
smaller total length of paths in the set Si+l when 2(a) is next performed. 
For i~>0 let si = ISi[ and ti = ITil, It follows from Steps 1 and 2(a) and the fact that 
the colouring is always doubly good (so that no edge in T,. can be incident with a 
deficient vertex) that 
Si = 2t i -1 
for all i/> 1. 
Let wi be the number of end vertices of paths in some Sj,  O<<,j<i, j= i+ 1 
(modd-  1) which are incident with an internal edge of a path in Si. The argument 
leading to [9, Eq. (2)] shows that 
6ti >/si(k - 7)/2 - 3wi 
which gives (1). (For this argument to work in the present situation it is only required 
that every edge in Ti is incident with no deficient vertex, and thus is incident with 
precisely one edge of colour i + 1 (modd - 1). This follows from the fact that the 
colouring is doubly good, and edges in Ti are internal edges of paths of another 
colour.) 
Finally, from the definition of wi, and noting that So contains the only path which 
can have both of its end vertices counted in wi, we have (2). As pointed out in [9], 
to ~> 1, and t~ = 0 when i is sufficiently large because the T~ are all disjoint. [] 
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Proof of the Theorem. The cases d = 3 and 4 were treated in [9, Theorem and Corol- 
lary]. So take d >/5. By Lemma 1, G has a doubly good (d - 1, n -  1) colouring where 
I V(G)I = n. We will show that the recurrences (1) and (2) determine all ti to be strictly 
positive when k >~ ka + 1. It follows that G has a doubly good (d - 1, ka) colouring and 
hence is (d - 1, ka)-linear arborific. 
It suffices to consider k =ka + 1 since larger k forces ti to be larger. Thus, we 
consider the recurrences (5) and (6) in the next section, with r = d - 1 and u = ka/6-1 ,  
and wish to deduce that tn > 0 for all n ~> 0 given to ~> 1. (Here bn = wn/2.) By Lemma 4, 
it suffices to find 0 such that 0 < 0 < 1 and 
O> f (d ,  ka, O) : l -  (~-  l )O+O a-1. 
By calculation, we have rational values 
f (5 ,  17, 4/5) = - 107/1875 
f (6 ,  16,4/5)= -53/9375 
f (9 ,  15,3/4) = -1631/65 536 
f (13,  14, 9/11) ~ - (2.9 × 109)/(3.1 × 1012 )
f (29,13,8/9)~-(4 .0×1022) / (5 .2×1025) .  [] 
3. Recursive inequalities 
In this section we give lemmas showing that a sequence satisfying a certain recursive 
inequality has all its terms positive, as required in the previous section. 
Lemma 3. Let r >~2 be an integer and let u>l  be flxed. Put 
1 o~ 
-?2 1 - ux + x r anxn. 
n=O 
Assume that 
1 - Ou + O r <0 (3) 
for  some 0 < 0 < 1. Then an > an- 1 for  all n >~ I. 
Proof. We have an = un for n ~<r -  1 and 
an -'- uan-1 - a. -r  (4) 
for n>~r. We prove by induction on n that an>(1/O)an-1. 
Clearly O>u - l ,  and so the claim is true for n~<r-  1. For n~>r, by induction 
an-r <or--lan--1 and so by (4) and (3), an >(u-W- l )an - I  >(1/0)a~-1 as required. [] 
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Lemma 4. Let r >>.2 be an integer and let u > 1 be fixed, such that 1 - Ou + O r < 0 for 
some 0<0< 1. Put 6i = 1 for i=0(modr )  and 6 i=0 otherwise. Suppose that to>~ 1 
and that the sequence {t,} satisfies the recursive inequality 
tn>~Utn-l-bn for n>.l, (5) 
where the bn satisfy 
Ln/~J Ln/~J 
bn_ir~(~n+ 1 ~- ~ tn_ir (6) 
i=0 i=1 
for n >1 1. Then tn > 0 for all n >~ O. 
Proof. Fix j>0  such that every sequence {tn} satisfying the given conditions remains 
positive at least up to tj_l. Clearly j~> 1. Suppose that the sequence {?~} is selected 
so as to minimise the value of tj, and let {bn} be the sequence {bn} associated with 
{~n}. We will show that Zj >0 also, which proves the lemma by induction. 
Since {?,} minimises tj, inequalities (5) and (6) must be binding when n = j  for 
t = ~ (that is, they represent equations). We can assume for convenience that they are 
also binding for all n >j .  Let s denote the minimum non-negative integer such that (5) 
and (6) are binding for t=~ whenever n>s. Then O<<.s<j. 
We will show that in fact s = 0. Assume s~> 1, and let c be the slack in inequality (6) 
for n =s  when t=?,  b=b,  and d -  c the corresponding slack in inequality (5). Then 
c ~> 0 and d -  c ~> 0 and moreover, d > 0 by the minimality of s. Define 
and 
btn= ~ [~n, , n<s,  
•n+l -~- ~--~n~rl (t 'n_ir - -  btn_ir) ,  n>~s, t 
t I in' n<s,  
tn ~ t I 
utn_ 1 -- bn, n>~s. 
Then (5) and (6) are binding for t= tn ~ and b=b~, n>~s. Since they are also binding 
for tn = tn' b. = b., n >s, we have 
b~ = bs + c, 
! ^ 
bn=bn for n=s + 1 . . . . .  s + r -  1, 
bs+r =is + e, 
b .=t . - r  fo rn>s+r ,  
b~n , = tn_ r forn>~s+r.  
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Thus we can calculate the following pattern, omitting the cases where b~ =/~n. (Here 
we assume j > s + r; if this is false the pattern is merely truncated.) 
b' = /~ + c, S • 
/ I t ^ - -  D S C t s = u t s_  1 - bs = Uts -  l 
=is -d ,  
t '+ l  = ut"  - b ;+ l  = U( is  - a )  - bs+~ 
= t~.+l - ud ,  
Is+ 2 = ts+ 2 - u2d ,  
I 
t s+r - I  = / s+r -1  - -  u r - ld ,  
b~+r = bs+r - -  Cl - -  C, 
I I I ^ 
ts+ r = Uts+r_  1 - -  bs+ r =Uts+r - -1  - -  urd  - bs+r + d + c 
=/s+~ - u rd  + d + c, 
and for n > s + r, 
I ! I 
t n : U tn_  1 --  b n 
ut" 1 bn + (/o_r ' = - - t , _ r )  
= u( f fn-1  - - /n - l )  3 - /n  3- ( /n - r  - -  f in-r)"  
It follows that the sequence wi = [s+i - t~+i,~ i >1 O, satisfies the recurrence 
W i=uWi_  1 - -  Wi_  r 
for i > r with initial conditions wi  = u id  for i < r and Wr = u~d-d -c  = uw~_ 1 -w~_~-c .  
Hence 
Zwix i :Zuxwix i - -~xrwix i3 -d - -CXr  , 
i >~O i >~O i >~O 
d - cx  r 
~ w i  x i  - -  
1 - ux  3 -  x ~ 
i >~o 
By Lemma 3, and since c ~<d, the coefficients wn are all strictly positive. Hence in 
particular Wj-s  >0;  that is, / j - t )  >0.  This contradicts the choice of the sequence (/n)- 
Hence s = 0 as required. 
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We conclude that inequalit ies (5) and (6) are binding for all n ~ 1 with t = t'. Hence 
D n ---~ 0 for n < r -- 1, /~r- 1 = 1, /~ = t~_r for n ~> r, and thus 
• to  - x r -  i 
Zt ix ' - -  I_UX..I_xr" 
i>~O 
Hence, as for wn, tn > 0 for all n/> 0, and so in particular Ej > 0 as required. [] 
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